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AbOut OuR COMPANY

We pride ourselves in the constant 
development of new and creative solutions 
to meet our customers needs. Our extensive 
and comprehensive expertise in each of 
our respective fields sets us apart from 
our competitors, as we strive to deliver 
efficient and excellent work that surpasses 
expectations. We associate with only the 
best suppliers and equipment manufacturers 
to obtain a superior end product.

Nuvo Flooring is a majority black 
female owned company with an 
innovative approach to flooring and 
associated flooring elements, that 
has been providing comprehensive 
solutions to flooring since 2006.  
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OuR CORE  
AREAs OF  
ExPERtisE

“

1.
flooring
High Performance Industrial Flooring
Specialist Retail Flooring Solutions  
Terrazzo Flooring Systems 
Parking Deck Coating

3.
Acid And WAter 
Proofing
Parking decks
Pump applied linings
Acid process linings

2.
concrete
Placement 
Repairs
Polished concrete
Exposed concrete

4.
sPeciAlist jointing
Joint nosing repair
Radflex joints
High traffic jointing
High performance jointing 

5.
drAIns
Open channel drainage systems

6.
KerBs
Protective kerbs
Hygienic kerbs
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1. FLOORiNg

Nuvo Flooring offers an innovative 
approach to flooring and associated 
flooring elements. 

We pride ourselves in the constant development of 
new and creative solutions to meet our customer’s 
needs. 
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We pride ourselves at offering high  
performance specialist flooring using  
materials such as epoxies, urethanes,  
advanced grouts, concrete and  
poly-urea’s. 

We have established a number of unique methods 
that allow us to create floors suitable for a variety 
of environments. We cover systems for a broad 
spectrum of industries and have solutions for:

HigH PERFORMANCE 
INdustRiAL FLOORiNg

Factory Flooring

Hygienic HACCP Approved  
Flooring

High Wear Flooring

Acid- and Chemical 
Resistant Flooring

Impact Resistance Flooring

Anti-Slip Industrial Flooring
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sPECiAList REtAiL 
FLOORiNg sOLutiONs  

Retail

Show Rooms

Public Spaces

Commercial Spaces

Hygienic HACCP Approved   
Flooring

Specialist Residential 

As a suprisingly aggresive environment, 
retail flooring needs to be beautiful, 
robust and serviceable.
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PARkiNg dECk  
COAtiNg

Our parking deck linings allow for the 
very high impact that public parking 
spaces are generally associated with, 

in addition to the ability to withstand 
high traffic.

Our system has additional protective layers to 
shield the waterproof aspect of the system from 
the harsh African sun, and is adaptable to nearly 
every parking environment from public spaces to 
receiving bays.

Terrazzo is an Italian derived 
handcrafted flooring system that   
is both durable and luxurious. 

This flooring system is ideal for public spaces, 
including airports, hotels and cultural and social 
institutions. It is ideal for clients who are looking 
for a luxurious touch with the advantage of being 
very robust and low-maintenance.

tERRAzzO  
FLOORiNg sYstEMs



2. CONCREtE

Concrete forms the basis of the vast 
majority of the surfaces we make use of 
every day. We offer a turn key approach to 
the placement and treatment of concrete.
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Polished concrete
Our experience ranges from Top Billing 
featured homes to Scientific labs with a very 
particular brief, retail specific finishes and high 
performance warehouse finishes, to name a few.

PlAceMent
With thousands of square meters of concrete 
placement having been done, we have 
successfully completed standard decks, coffer 
decks, surface beds and high tolerance floors. 
We also specialize in specialist placement for 
polished and exposed applications

levelling
Our expertise in high performance grouts, 
specialist leveling and placement techniques 
has allowed us to provide solutions where levels 
are rectified, if it means simply creating a level 
floor or inducing levels to manage water flow, 
we have the solution.

grinding
We have invested heavily into our grinding 
equipment, our fleet of grinders are capable 
of handling any grinding application, including 
preparation of concrete to receive a new coat of 
paint, removal of old paint, level rectification by 
grinding or resurfacing, to name a few.  
We have grinding covered. 

exPosed concrete
Exposed concrete is achieved through a 
specialized and technical application of 
concrete and retarders to yield an exposed 
aggregate finish ideal for outdoor applications. 
We have taken it one step further in perfecting 
a 3 stage process which gives a smoother more 
refined final product while remaining anti slip

rePAirs
Our specialist knowledge on repair materials 
has enabled us to successfully repair extensive  
damage on concrete caused by rain damage, 
excessive wear and etching, to name a few. 
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Parking decks
Tank Lining
Wall Insulation
Pipe Coating
Roof Insulation
In-Plant OEM
Rim and Band Joist
Potable Water Tanks

Joint repairs
Mechanical Retro Fitted Joints
Quick Setting Jointing
Polysulphide Jointing
Non-Moving Joint Filler
Moving Joint Sealant
Chemically Resistant Sealant
Polyurethane Joint Sealant
Highway Structural Sealant
Trafficable Waterproofing Joints.

our solutions include:

our solutions include:

Our skilled teams use only the best acid- 
and water proofing methods.

As approved specialist joint applicators we 
pride ourselves at  being able to meet the 
needs of  our clients through a wide range  
of application.

Waste Water 
Containment and  
Management
Secondary Containment
Galvanised and 
Asbestos Cladding 
Restoration

3. LININgs

4. jOiNtiNg
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Impact resistant
Hygienic
Water resistant
Chemically resistant

our concrete KerB solutions 
Are: 

Our unique Kerb solutions provide 
hygienic wall protection suitable for 
the food and beverage industry and 
are particularly beneficial where ISO 
panels are present. 

Our kerbs provide robust, reinforced protection 
that integrates seamlessly into all floor finishes.

5. dRAiNs

6. kERbs

We manufacture and install stainless 
steel drain solutions that integrate 
seamlessly into our existing flooring 
systems and floor levelling where 
needed. 

Our drains allow for better transitioning of 
forklifts, pallet jacks and traffic in general. 
Paired with several fibergrate options that are 
easily removed for cleaning, we have a hygienic 
and practical solution for any drain requirement.



c:  
t:   

081 511 1234
086 111 4832

info@nuvo.co.za

www.nuvo.co.za

@nuvocontracting

32 Klinkenberg Street
Van Der Hoff Park
Potchefstroom
North West
2531

For more information on our services or to 
request a price, sample or consultation,  

please contact info@nuvo.co.za 
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